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The equipment comprises of the following :

1. The Main Assembly consisting of :

a. One loading unit consisting of one steel base, four Tension Rods, one cross
head, one hydraulic jack 1500kN capacity, one dust cover, one lower platen
and one top platen with self-aligning action.

b. One integral double actioning manually operated pumping unit having one pump

block & one oil reservoir.

c. One operating handle clamped to the Loading Unit.

d. Three spacers with locating pins.

2. One dipstick

3. One Load Gauge 20cm dial, 1500kN capacity with maximum pointer.

4. Two spanners

5. 5mm Allen Key

6.   One copy of Operating Instructions with General Assembly Drawing.

Caution :
Remove the plug from the oil reservoir and put the dipstic (packed separately) before
operating the machine. The plug is put on the oil reservoir before despatch to avoid
spilling of oil during transit.

Warning :
THE TRAVEL OF THE PISTON SHOULD NOT BE MORE THAN 50mm

TO AVOID PERMANENT DAMAGE TO THE MACHINE
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1500kN Concrete Compression Testing Machine

Introduction :
The equipment is designed to meet the requirements of International Standard for testing
concrete specimens.  The CT200 is intended for 100 &150mm cube specimens.  An
integral double acting manually operated pumping unit is fitted to the machine for
application of load to the specimen.  The load is indicated by  20cm dial Load  Gauge of
1500 kN capacity.

Note : This machine c an be  provided with special platens 160mm X 250mm for testing
bricks. These are available to order separately at extra cost.

Description :
The equipment is illustrated in the General Assembly Drawing.  The numbers given
against the components of the equipment in the description below pertain to the General
Assembly Drawing.

It consists of a loading unit and an integral double acting manually operated pumping unit
fitted to the base of the machine.

The loading Unit is a fully welded construction consisting of steel cross head and a machined
steel base with four tension rods. The hydraulic Jack 1500 kN capacity is fixed on the
base. A retracting spring is provided in the hydraulic jack so that piston comes back to
its original position after load is released. The upper platen has got self-aligning action.
The lower platen  rests on the jack ram and is positioned centrally with the help of centering
pin.  Loading is accomplished by the upward movement of the lower platen.  To facilitate
testing of different size specimens, suitable size spacers are provided with the machine.

Both the lower and upper platens on the machine are hardened, ground and polished.
Guidelines are marked on the lower platen to keep the specimen centrally and co-axially
with the hydraulic jack.  A dust cover is provided on the jack to prevent entry of dust
penetrating into the cylinder of the jack.

Spacers with a centre locating pin are provided and can be inserted in between the lower
platen   and hydraulic jack  to reduce the gap between the two platens.  Piston travel of
the  hydraulic ram is 25mm and it should never be moved beyond this travel.  The centre
pin provided, prevents jumping out of the assembly under load.

The pumping unit is an integral part of the machine, consists of one double action manually
operated pump, one oil  reservoir. The Load gauge  is fixed on an adapter . The pump is of
unique design having two plungers of different diameters for quick and easy operation.  
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In the initial stage when the gap between two reaction  platens is to be taken up, both the
plungers work together and thus the pump operates at high speed.  As soon as the
pressure starts building up, the bigger plunger automatically goes out of action and the
smaller plunger continues working and developing pressure for uniform and smooth rate
of loading.

The oil reservoir  is filled with System-46 hydraulic oil or any equivalent oil
to the proper level and capped to avoid spilling of oil during transit. The dipstick
is packed with the machine.  A detachable handle  is provided to operate the pump by
inserting the handle in the bracket  fixed on the top of the plungers.  The release valve  is
to be closed when the load is being applied to the specimen.  The oil tank is filled in the oil
reservoir through the oil filling plug and the level of oil is checked with the help of dipstick.

The Load Gauge can be fixed to the adaptor . A red maximum pointer is fitted to the Load
gauge to indicate the maximum load taken by the specimen. A drag knob is provided for
operating the maximum pointer. 

The Spares supplied are :
a) a set of two spanners for tightening the pressure gauge adaptor

b) a lifting handle for pushing up the ram of the jack

c) one Y-spanner for loosening the seal cover whenever the seal is to be changed.

      Instructions for changing the seal are attached.

Setting Up :
After unpacking the machine check that nothing has been damaged during transit. 

The machine is a precision instrument, therefore choose a dry, vibration-free environment, 
that is not subject to extreme hot or cold temperatures. Select a frim and level base to
position the testing machine. If desired, the machine can be fixed in place. 
For this purpose four holes are provided in the base of the machine.  In transit the pressure
gauge  is packed separately. Fix the pressure gauge to the adapter . Make sure that the
sealing copper washer is in the adaptor while fitting the pressure gauge.  Remove the plug from
the oil reservoir and place the dipstick in the tank.  The dipstick is meant for checking the
oil level in the reservoir. There are two marks on the dipstick.  The level of the oil in the
reservoir should be in between these two marks.  If the oil level is below the lower mark,
top up the oil level in the reservoir. As the pump is integral with the machine, the air will be
bled out from the hydraulic circuit during the first operation of the machine.
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Operation :

Clean the platens.  Insert enough height of spacers in between the piston of the hydraulic

ram and the lower platen so that when the specimen to be tested is placed on the lower

platen, there will be a gap of about 20mm from the upper platen.  

It is important to keep the specimen to be tested centrally guided on the lower platen

by means of the guidelines marked on the platen.  Close the pressure release valve.

Insert the handle in the bracket. Start operating the pump with the handle, so that

the upper platen just touches the top surface of the specimen. Bring the red maximum

pointer into contact with the black pointer.  Operate the pump at a uniform rate usingt

the handle. 

Note down the load at which the specimen fails, indicated by the red maximum pointer

on the Load Gauge.

Slowly open the pressure release valve to release the load and allow the piston to go back to

its starting position.  Clean the machine.

 

Calculating Results:    
Concrete strength is specified in N/mm2, often referred to as “Newton concrete”    

 

To gain the result, you need to calculate the surface area of your specimen. 

For example

    100 mm cube, will be 100 x 100 = 10000 mm2  

    150 mm cube, 150 x 150 = 22500 mm2    

From the result of your test, record the maximum load before failure.  

For example 

    500 kN, which is 500000 Newtons.    

 

Divide the failure load by the surface area of your specimen.  
 
For example 

    If testing a 150mm cube, 500000/22500 = 22.2 N/mm2, 

    Therefore 22 Newton concrete 
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Maintenance:

1. The equipment should always be kept clean.

2. The platens and all other exposed parts should be greased when not in use to prevent
rusting.

3. The oil level in the pump reservoir should be maintained between two marks on the
dipstick.

4. In no event should the pump be operated when there is no oil in the pump, or the oil
level is below the lower mark on the dipstick.

5. Hydraulic oil Servo System-46 is supplied with the machine.
Only this oil or equivalent oil should be used.

6. When oil starts leaking from the jack cylinder past the piston, the ring which
compresses the oil seal should be tightened. This ring can be tightened by removing
the upper platen.  If leakage still takes place, the seal should be replaced.

7. The oil in the system should be changed annually as a normal practice but this
period can be increased or decreased according to the use of the machine.

8. Over tightening of the pressure release valve should be avoided.  It should be kept
a couple of turns unscrewed when the machine is not being used.

9. Care should be taken not to extend the ram more than 25mm (maximum limit),
otherwise the spring will be damaged.

10. The machine should never be overloaded beyond its capacity.

11.We recommend that the machine is serviced and calibrated as a minimum:

   # Annually

   # After it is moved

   # After any major repairs 
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